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Work Lights 

Product Code Description

602-000024 K10 Led Worklight - Lithium Type

602-000025 K10 Led L2 X 2 Worklight

602-000026 K10 4.5M Tripod System

A professional multi-function portable rechargeable work lighting system

Typical portable area floodlights have a fixed beam angle which cannot be 
adjusted according to the task in hand. The Ritelite K10 offers users both flood and 
spot beam angles and anything in between split over 3 headlets making it the 
ideal light for all applications.

More Control

The lumen output of the K10 is controlled to effectively illuminate a wide range of 
different working situations. Without control, lumens output can be misleading for 
example a laser beam with very high output is useless for lighting a whole area 
where a wide beam angle is required. Lumens output is only the amount of light 
emitted from the light source and not the amount of light projected onto your 
work task.

More Efficient

Don’t waste critical battery power illuminating the sky or any other areas where 
the light is of no benefit to your work task.

Highest Level Of Usable Light

All Ritelite products are designed on our philosophy to provide the highest level of 
“usable light” to the widest range of work task situations.

Use For Any Lighting Application

The K10, with its industry leading triple light head design incorporating the unique 
Ritelite Light Management System, puts the maximum amount of light where you 
need it for any application.

Longer Running Times

The K10 gives you total control to optimally illuminate any work task with the 
highest possible energy efficiency, to enable longer running times in critical 
situations when working remotely from a power source.

K10 Light

K10 Torch Mode

K10 Work Light 
Mode. Light Head 
extends up to 
1.8m tall
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